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Cast 
Cécile De France as Tania Stirn/Grimbert 
Patrick Bruel as Maxime Nathan Grinberg/Grimbert 
Ludivine Sagnier as Hannah Grimbert 
Julie Depardieu as Louise 
Mathieu Amalric as François Grimbert (age 37) 
Nathalie Boutefeu as Esther 
Yves Verhoeven as Guillaume 
Yves Jacques as Commandant 

 
 

With a film called Un Secret, if I write too much it will 
no longer be one!  Anyway, that’s my excuse for keeping the outline of the plot brief and I’m 
sticking to it!  

 
Before beginning however I will say that the novel “Un Secret” by Philipppe Grimbert was 
recommended to me a long while ago. It is based on fact.  Someone even leant me a copy!  So 
when last year I saw that the club was to screen it this year I thought “This is the time to read that 
novel and do the review when the time comes.”  Needless to say I haven’t got round to reading it 
and now probably never will!  Heigh ho. 

 
The plot. Informed that his elderly 
father has mysteriously disappeared, 
anxious Parisian Francois recalls his 
tragic family history.  As a sickly 
young child, Francois instinctively 
knew that he was a disappointment 
to his champion swimmer mother, 
Tania and gymnast father, Maxime. 
(Who wouldn’t feel intimidated by 
having parents like that?) 

 

While Francois does find some amount of solace in his friendship with kindly masseuse Louise, his 
discovery of a strange toy in the attic causes his parents to act more strangely toward him than 
ever before. Feeling sympathetic to the young boy, Louise eventually reveals to Francois that he 
once had a half- brother, and that his parents weren’t drawn together by fairy-tale romance but 
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through violence and strife. Back before the war, Maxime became engaged to the beautiful 
Hannah.  While Hannah’s parents were keenly aware of the ominous implications of Hitler’s rise to 

power, Maxime worried little since he 
always considered himself French first and 
foremost.  At the wedding however, 
Maxime finds his gaze frequently 
wandering from his fetching bride to 
athletic beauty Tania. Later, after the 
happily married bride gives birth to a 
young boy called Simon, the Nazis invade 
and the once-happy family is torn violently 
asunder. That is definitely enough plot 
and I haven’t revealed the secret. 
(Unlike the review I read where the 
reviewer did, thus spoiling the surprise 
for me BIG TIME. Heigh ho again) 

 
Speaking of reviews by the critics they are very mixed, ranging from the sublime …….. 

“It is a deeply moving and heartfelt story that makes an indelible impression on the viewers’ 
hearts and minds.”   Keith Cohen 

 
………to the ridiculous  

“A structural mess that turns contrived just when it should be hitting home.”   Ty Burr 
 

My favourite comment (by Michael Phillips) is a fine example of a double- edged compliment- 
“The acting is exceptional. If parts of “Un Secret” veer towards soap opera, the ensemble 
work reduces the suds to a minimum.” 
 

However, all critics seem to agree about the cast and acting e.g. 
“A blue-chip cast and handsome stagings….” 
“Sagnier beautifully plays the most crucial moment. She’s part of a fine ensemble cast ….” 

 
The film is directed by Claude Miller, who was born to secular French Jewish parents in Paris 
during the German Nazi occupation of the country in 1942 and died on 4 April 2012.   
 

I don’t know his work but according to 
Dennis Harvey tonight’s film is “A fine 
drama that stands as Gallic veteran 
Claude Miller’s best in at least a decade.” 
 
So – a very mixed bag of comments 
exists. Still as we all know, the most 
important critics are the members of 
WNCC so don’t forget to give your wise 
words on the reaction sheets before 
leaving!     
     
Janet Cummins 

 

 
The printing of the notes by Repropoint is 

undertaken free of charge 
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The Royal Albert Hall has announced the following 
cinematic highlights: 
 

Monday 27 April @ 7pm: TITANIC LIVE 
  
James Horner's epic score to 1997 blockbuster Titanic will be brought to life like never before in 
the world premiere of Titanic Live. 
  
Titanic, written and produced by James Cameron, became one of the most successful films of all 
time, grossing over $2 billion at the box office and winning 11 Academy Awards, including Best 
Picture and Best Director and more importantly, Best Original Song and Dramatic Score. 
 
Titanic Live will see James Horner himself conduct the Royal Philharmonic Concert Orchestra, 
Tiffin Boys Choir and Celtic musicians whilst the film is projected on the big screen in stunning 
high definition. 
 
This world premiere event promises to be the live cinematic event of the year, re-creating the 
uniquely familiar soundtrack which will forever be a part of cinematic history. 
 

 

Friday 12th and Saturday 13th June, 3 screenings of:  

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S LIVE 
 
Experience 1961 romantic comedy Breakfast at Tiffany's like never before, with the timeless film 
screened in the iconic Royal Albert Hall, as Henry Mancini's Academy Award-winning score is 
performed simultaneously by a live orchestra and choir, conducted by Justin Freer. 
 
The classic Blake Edwards film, based on Truman Capote's bestselling novella, stars Audrey 
Hepburn as Holly Golightly, a deliciously eccentric New York city playgirl who catches the attention 
of her new neighbour, struggling writer Paul Varjak (George Peppard). Regularly cited as one of 
the greatest movies ever made, it’s also among the most stylish, with the sight of Holly – oversized 
cigarette holder in hand – one of the most recognisable and arresting moments in cinema. 
 
This World Premiere of Breakfast at Tiffany's Live will bring the film to vivid life, as Mancini's 
legendary score, including Oscar-winning song Moon River, is celebrated on the world's most 
famous stage. 

 

Saturday 4 July – 2 screenings of  

BACK TO THE FUTURE Live in concert 
 

Celebrate a worldwide cultural phenomenon in this screening of Back to the Future with a live 
orchestral accompaniment, held in the magnificent surroundings of the Royal Albert Hall. 
 
Back to the Future, the delightful comedy adventure directed by Robert Zemeckis, was 1985's 
highest grossing film and sparked of one of the most successful trilogies of all time. The story 
follows Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox), a typical American teenager of the '80s, who is accidentally 
sent back to 1955 in a plutonium-powered DeLorean 'time machine', invented by the slightly mad 
Dr. Emmett Brown (Christopher Lloyd). 
 
This special evening will bring Marty's sensational adventure to life, as Alan Silvestri's 
compositions for the film are performed by a live orchestra alongside a big-screen viewing of one 
of cinema's most memorable stories. 



Reactions to: Captain Phillips 
Score  0 1 2 3 4 5 6   7 8   9  10  
   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 4 22 12 1 
Total received – 42    Average Score – 8.1 

Your Comments 
One of the most suspenseful films I have ever seen. Just superb in all aspects. 
Started the year with a bang!   Great film – very exciting – shan’t sleep tonight 
Gripping – really good film  Gripping  Very gripping – well acted 
A remarkable and gripping film    2

nd
 viewing – still as gripping!  

An amazing film – the tension is maintained throughout Very tense – well made 
A tense, relentless, edge of your seat thriller   I’m exhausted – very tense 
Unbearably tense – Exciting, even at a second viewing     Excellent 
2

nd
 time around – still enjoyed the film but wished I hadn’t read about the “real” 

Captain Phillips 
I had to give the film an 8 because I have just watched it again – well worth a second 
watch 
Brilliant, sympathy though for Somalians     Never a dull millisecond! 
A well scripted and brilliantly acted film     A good, strong film  
Excellent acting, not only Tom Hanks but the expressive Somali crew 
Interesting film: some excellent acting (Faction!) 
Music intrusive at time: desperate men + khat =dangerous formula 
Thought the ending with treatment of Captain Phillips v good 

Position Film Average Score 
1st Captain Phillips 8.1 

2nd Saving Mr Banks 7.78 

3rd A Royal Affair 7.76 

4th All Quiet on the Western Front 7.19 

5th Wadjda 7.06 

6th  Sunshine on Leith 6.92 

7th  Behind the Candelabra 6.47 

8th  Mintras Duermes 5.8 

Our next film  
Thursday 12 February 2015: 

 

“It's as if the very presence of Paris 
has put a spring in everyone's step... 
leaving its blissful trio of stars (Jim 

Broadbent, Lindsay Duncan and Jeff 
Goldblum) to do the rest. And, zut 

alors, do they ever.” 
   

 “It proves again that films made for 
grown-ups can be more nimble-footed 
and fresh-faced than anything aimed 

at the youth market.” 


